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    1.    "One Eye to Morocco" - 4:05  2.    "No Lotion for That"  - 3:11  3.    "Don't Stop"  - 2:35  4.
   "Change My Ways"  - 3:26  5.    "Girl Goes to Show"  - 3:59  6.    "Better Days"  - 4:07  7.   
"Deal with It"  - 3:44  8.    "Ultimate Groove"  - 3:48  9.    "The Sky Is Falling Down"  - 4:09  10.   
"Texas State of Mind  - 3:49  11.   “Lonelay Days”  - 2:43  11.    "It Would Be Nice"  - 3:10  12.   
"Always the Traveller"  - 3:17    Musicians:      Ian Gillan - vocals, harmonica      Michael Lee
Jackson - guitars      Rodney Appleby - bass      Howard Wilson - drums      Steve Morris -
guitars      Joe Mennonna - saxophones      Lance Anderson - Hammond organ      Jesse
O'Brien - keyboards      Brownman Ali - flugelhorn      Jaro Jarosil - cello      The Gillanaires -
backing vocals    

 

  

As one of the most instantly recognizable voices in all of rock -- in a career that has spanned
four decades -- there isn't much for Deep Purple's Ian Gillan to prove. But to his credit, he's still
at it, as the frontman (to this day) for Purple, as well as returning to his solo career when the
mood hits, as evidenced by the release of his 2009 offering, One Eye to Morocco. And while
there are indeed some rockin' moments heard throughout Morocco, it won't be confused
anytime soon with the heavy metal thunder of such early-'70s Purple releases as Fireball or
Machine Head. That said, Gillan is still in fine voice (in fact, it's eerie how much his voice
sounds comparable to his vintage Purple days), but musically, it's more mature and varied, as
evidenced by the Beatles-like album opening title track, the Dire Straits-esque "Don't Stop," or
the bluesy "Girl Goes to Show." Some hard rock vets have a hard time not coming off as trying
too hard as they progress in years. As evidenced by One Eye to Morocco, Ian Gillan is very
comfortable where he's at. ---Greg Prato, Rovi
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